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Abstract 
Electronic commerce is one of the most discussed business-to-business (B2B) 
topics of today. IT has become a tool for adapting and rendering business proc-
esses towards an integrated supply chain (www.svensktnaringsliv.se). Electronic 
Data Interchange (EDI) has been used as a technique for communicating be-
tween different computer systems since the 1960’s. However, it took another 20 
years for EDI to support different types of business processes (Malonis, 2002). 
Electronic invoices can be deduced from when companies in the 1970´s started 
to exchange invoice files (Dykert & Fredholm, 2004).  

Earlier studies within this area of interest have focused on the business-to-
customer (B2C) electronic invoicing. This thesis has chosen a different point of 
view, where the focus will be on Small and Medium Sized Enterprises (SMEs) use 
of EDI- invoicing for B2B processes. This thesis purpose can be divided into two 
parts, the first is to investigate how EDI- invoice solutions are realized and the 
second is to describe the effects use and implementation of an EDI- invoice solu-
tion have brought to SMEs.  

Data for the first part have been collected from Internet sources as well as from 
literature. Empirical findings to address this part are gathered from an interview 
with an employee at Scandinavian PC Systems (SPCS). What we concluded of this 
study was that SMEs opportunity to implement EDI- invoicing derives from the 
initiative taken by system developers together with Value Added Network (VAN) 
providers. They have made a complex technology, with confusion about stan-
dards and function, to an easy understood and familiar interface to SMEs.  

Data for the second part of the purpose have been collected from telephone in-
terviews with SMEs in the Jönköping region. Six SMEs who were connected to 
Pri- Handel, a competitor to SPCS, were interviewed. The most prominent ex-
perience SMEs mean that an EDI- invoice solution brings is reduce of administra-
tive cost.   
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Sammanfattning 
Elektronisk handel är idag ett av de mest diskuterade områdena inom business-
to-business (B2B). IT har blivit ett verktyg för att anpassa och möjliggöra 
affärsprocesser mot en integrerad affärskedja (www.svensktnaringsliv.se). Sedan 
1960- talet har Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) använts som verktyg för 
kommunikation mellan datoriserade system. Det tog dock ytterligare 20 år för 
tekniken stödja olika typer av affärsprocesser (Malonis, 2002). Tekniken med 
elektroniska fakturor härstammar från 1970- talet då företag började utbyta 
fakturafiler (Dykert & Fredholm, 2004). 

Tidigare studier inom detta område har fokuserats på business-to-customer (B2C) 
elektronisk fakturering. Denna uppsats har valt en annan synvinkel, vi kommer 
att titta på små och medelstora företags (SME- företags) användande av EDI- 
fakturering mellan affärssystem. Syftet för uppsatsen är uppdelad i två delar. Den 
första delen är att undersöka hur lösningar för EDI- fakturering realiseras och den 
andra att beskriva de effekter som användning och implementering av en EDI- 
faktureringslösning har inneburit för SME- företag.  

Data till den första delen av syftet har insamlats från Internet källor samt litteratur 
studier. Det empiriska materialet är insamlat från en intervju med en anställd vid 
Scandinavian PC Systems (SPCS). Denna studie kom fram till att SME- företagens 
möjlighet till att implementera EDI- fakturering härleds från initiativ taget från 
systemutvecklare tillsammans med Value Added Network (VAN) leverantörer. De 
har tillsammans transformerat en komplex teknologi, där förvirring kring 
standarder och funktioner tidigare existerat, till ett enkelt och familjärt gränssnitt 
för SME- företag.  

Data till den andra delen av syftet har insamlats från telefonintervjuer med SME- 
företag i Jönköpings region. Sex SME- företag som var anslutna mot Pri- Handel, 
en konkurrent till SPCS, var intervjuade. Den mest framstående effekt som SME- 
företagen ansåg att EDI- fakturering genererar, var reducering av administrativa 
kostnader.   
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1 Introduction 
The introduction chapter will help the reader to get to know the subject better and 
understand how it fits into its broader context. The problem discussion will then be 
used for narrowing the subject and directing the focus towards the discussion of 
the particular phenomenon that are the purpose of the thesis.  

Electronic commerce is one of the most discussed business topic of today. IT has 
become a tool for adapting and rendering business processes towards an inte-
grated supply chain. A study made by the Swedish industrial union 2000 showed 
that 32 per cent of the sample were dealing with electronic commerce. What is 
known today is that it is easy to overestimate the short-term effects of the devel-
opment of electronic commerce and to underestimate the long-term effects 
(www.svensktnaringsliv.se).  

Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) has been used as a technique for communicat-
ing between different computer systems since the 1960’s. However, it took an-
other 20 years for EDI to reach companies in many different segments, e.g. use 
of EDI in different types of business processes. Magnetic tapes were mailed to 
the participants which resulted in long lead times a high risk of damaging the in-
formation. Telecommunication evolved during the 1980’s to be the number one 
communication channel for transferring information via EDI (Malonis, 2002).  

EDI is not just alive, success at companies that use it to exchange purchase or-
ders and invoices with their partners have made the use of EDI to grow the last 
couple of years. A study made by Computer World showed that most of the stud-
ied companies increase their number of EDI transactions. Sending EDI transac-
tions over the Internet has boost the life span of EDI (Sliwa, 2004).  

Since the start of doing business electronically, several large corporations have 
wanted to cut the costs for their administrative work concerning invoice han-
dling. Due to the former complexity and cost of implementing and managing an 
EDI- system, SMEs have had difficulties to fully integrate such systems. Nowa-
days, business computer systems for SMEs have the support of EDI. This leads to 
a possibility for SMEs to send and receive invoices directly from their accounting 
systems (XML/EDI group, 1997). 

1.1 Background and area of interest 
Electronic invoices can be deduced from when companies in the 1970´s started 
to exchange invoice files. There were no standard for the exchange and the 
business-systems were not adjusted to the demands that were needed to pursue 
this work. This led to that large volume were needed for the project to give a sat-
isfied return of investment within reasonable time. New technological solutions 
and standards have created new possibilities and made the process easier. 
(Dykert & Fredholm, 2004) 

Earlier studies within this area of interest have focused on the B2C e-invoicing. 
This thesis has chosen a different approach, where the focus will be at SMEs use 
of EDI- invoicing for business to business processes. Earlier studies have also 
shown that the lack of competence by employees and the lack of standards for 
the subject have pushed many SME’s away from introducing EDI- invoice (Bolin 
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& Stålnacke, 2003, and Bragd, 2003). This thesis will discuss if this is still the case 
and, if so, the main reasons for it.  

In the beginning of 2004, around 200 companies in Sweden were sending elec-
tronical invoices in their business systems. The challenges for extending business 
to business invoicing includes areas such as infrastructure and formats, simplicity 
to connect and to reach a critical mass of connected companies. In Sweden, dif-
ferent formats will exist, but these need to collaborate with each other (Holge-
man, 2004).  

1.2 Problem discussion 
Businesses depend on getting paid for services or products. Way of payment are 
usually done by invoicing. Costs related to invoicing have a high percentage of 
the total administrative expenses in a SME (Dykert & Fredholm, 2004). This thesis 
will focus on the business to business (B2B) EDI- invoicing and will study the 
problems listed below. The stated question, an explanation of it as well as con-
tiguous questions will be discussed. The two first problem questions are con-
nected with the first part of the purpose, see chapter 2, and the last problem 
question is connected with the second part of the purpose.  
 

Q. 1  What factors have realized the possibility for SMEs to use EDI- invoicing? 

Several larger companies, Volvo, Vattenfall, Ericsson and Posten, have used EDI- 
invoicing for a long time. System developers, SPCS, Sogeti and Hogia, are now 
offering SMEs this possibility. What technological developments have made this 
possible? Are there any other factors than development of technology that have 
influenced SMEs to use the technique?  

Different standards for EDI- invoicing are used today, for example Odette by the 
car trade and Single Face To Industry (SFTI) by the public sector. What is the 
situation for SMEs concerning the different standards?   

Q. 2  How is the process for EDI- invoicing realised? 

An EDI- invoice is transmitted from one business system to another. What are the 
prerequisites for both business systems to interact?  

Electronic information exchange can be mediated through different types of 
paths and in different formats. What is the most suitable way to send/ receive 
EDI- invoices?  

Q. 3  What experiences do SMEs have concerning EDI- invoices? 

What effects have SMEs experienced when/after introducing the use of EDI- in-
voicing?  

System developers claim that by introducing EDI- invoicing, the administrative 
expenses will be reduced prominently. Is this the reality for SMEs using EDI- in-
voicing? What about other effects such as organizational changes, employee edu-
cation and security issues concerning the solution?  
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1.3 Purpose 
The purpose with this thesis is to investigate how EDI- invoice solutions are real-
ized and to describe the effects the use and implementation of an EDI- invoice 
solution have brought to SMEs. 

 

 

 

1.4 Limitations  
The thesis will not state a financial position on introducing the technique. Cost 
and profitability analysis will be made neither for buying a new business system, 
nor for adapting a current business system. However we will look at general fi-
nancial effects that introduction of the technique can bring. 

Different techniques for transfer of payments between business systems will be at 
focus in this thesis, not the actual business systems design. E- invoice can be 
grouped into six different procedures based on the nature of the technology used 
and the purpose of it. The different procedures are listed below (Dykert & Fred-
holm, 2004). 

• EDI- invoice 
• Bank e-giro and e- invoice 
• Self-invoicing 
• Invoices through e-mail 
• Value added services, web-EDI and marketplace 
• Manual scanning of paper invoice 
 

All categories except EDI- invoicing will be excluded since the purpose of this 
thesis is to investigate the relation between EDI-invoicing and SMEs. For clarifica-
tion, this thesis will make the following distinctions between e- invoice, Web- 
EDI and EDI- invoice; 

An e-invoice appears similar, independent on receiver’s business system, and the 
e- invoice data volume is constant. On the other hand, the EDI- invoice’s data 
need to be supplemented or transformed according to the receiver’s demands. An 
EDI- invoice is sent from one business system to another, while an e- invoice can 
be handled by individuals. The Web- EDI term is about one business setting up a 
Web interface against some customers. The customers will fill out the interface 
form in order to generate an invoice to the company. Since this does not contain 
two companies’ business systems communicating with each other, the term Web- 
EDI will not be treated in this thesis. 

1.5 Interested parties 
This thesis turns to personnel on Small or Medium sized Enterprises which are 
considering implementing EDI- invoicing into their daily business routines. We 
believe that the information in this thesis can be useful for system developers, ex-
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ternal consultants, management and project leaders who already have some 
knowledge in the subject. 

1.6 Definitions 
SME – Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises. This thesis will obey to the 1996 
European Commission’s definition. That is; 

• a maximum of 249 employees and a minimum of 9 

• a maximum of 40 million euros turnover and a minimum of 7 million 

• a maximum of 27 million euros annual balance sheet total and a minimum 
of 5 million 

• a maximum 25 % ownership by one, or jointly by several, enterprises not 
satisfying the same criteria. 

Business system – The term business system will be used in this thesis to cover 
all types of administrative information systems.  
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2  Methodology 
This chapter will discuss and state the reasons for the research approach for this 
thesis. Two methods of research in social science will be presented. The following 
subchapters will bring up data collection, theory construction, selection of empiri-
cal sample, validity, reliability and how the collected data are going to be ana-
lysed. 

Our purpose subsists of two different parts. The first is to find out how EDI- in-
voicing is realized and the second is to describe affects SMEs have obtained with 
the use of it. To be able to fulfil the purpose, two similar methods have been 
used in this thesis.   

There are two different research method approaches, quantitative and qualitative. 
A quantitative method is focused on measuring data that can be used to explain 
different phenomena and the connection between them. A qualitative method is 
focused on interpretation and understanding. People and group behaviour are 
described, analyzed and interpreted based on the information gathered in the 
study. Furthermore, within a qualitative method, interpretation is the most essen-
tial factor. Interpretations are influenced by earlier experiences and apprehen-
sions (Lundahl & Skärvad, 1999). 

Given a rather low insight to the area of interest, the variables for the study can 
not be fixed. The numbers of variables for the study must be able to expand or 
decline, depending on the outcome of the research. Variables that have not been 
taken into consideration before the actual study can be of great importance when 
brought to discussion in the study. 

The earlier two paragraphs is the base for choosing a qualitative research in this 
thesis. However, there exist two similar researches, one to address the first part 
of our purpose, and one to address the second. Both parts of the purpose can 
not only be answered by interpreting numbers and statistics from a study. The 
problem discussion treats areas such as SMEs opinions on an introduced tech-
nique. Retrieving answers in form of numbers from questions like this is inap-
propriate. Only by having a dialog with the studied sample, valid and reliable re-
sults for the purpose can be met. This can be supported by Patton (1987) when 
he says that answers to qualitative research can be long, detailed and shifting in 
content. This makes them hard to analyse, but the answers will be with delicate 
nuances. 

 The most important in a qualitative method is to find and understand patterns. 
The analysis is not regulated by hypothesis, but by the subject, questions and the 
searching for possibilities (Patton, 1987).  

2.1 Data Collection 

2.1.1 Primary data collection 
Primary data is material that the researcher on his/her own have collected (Lun-
dahl & Skärvad, 1999). Primary data will be collected for both parts of our pur-
pose. The empirical findings from Scandinavian PC Systems (SPCS) address the 
first part of our purpose and the empirical findings from SMEs to the other part. 
The primary data in this thesis is collected through personal interviews. Accord-
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ing to Lundahl and Skärvad (1999) an interview is signified by an interviewer that 
is asking questions or keeping a dialog with a respondent.  

2.1.1.1 Interviews 
It is important to decide what kind of interview that is going to be held. Factors 
to have in mind are how to find suitable respondents, how they should be con-
tacted and how to make them participate in the study. Standardization is an im-
portant issue concerning what type of interview that is going to be held. A char-
acteristic for a standardized interview is that the questions are predetermined; the 
same questions are used for all respondents and in the same order. A non- stan-
dardized interview is more flexible, the questions are only predetermined to a 
certain point and they can be adjusted depending on the received answers (Lun-
dahl & Skärvad, 1999). The authors also describe the combination of these two 
approaches, the semi standardized interview. Here some questions are predeter-
mined and depending on the answers, different follow- up questions are asked to 
make the answers more clear. Standardized researches are often used in a quanti-
tative study and non- standardized when a qualitative study is made.  

In order to fulfil the thesis’ purpose we will use the semi- standardized proce-
dure. Some questions will be the same to the respondents; in order to compare 
the results. Depending on the answers, there will be follow- up questions for dif-
ferent scenarios.  

Flexibility is seen as the biggest advantage when doing an interview. The inter-
viewer/respondent has options that are not given in a questionnaire and informa-
tion that a written answer cannot give can be revealed. Sub questions can be 
asked and the interviewer has the possibility to develop the answers (Bell, 2000). 
We relied on flexibility in our interviews to be able to receive the most compre-
hensive answers, e.g. added sub questions or re-formulate questions if we be-
lieved the respondent did not understand the question.  

However, Bell (2000) also discusses some disadvantages. Making an interview is 
a subjective technique which increases the risk for skewness. Skewness arises 
when an interviewer unconsciously affects the respondent. Skewness can be hard 
to avoid but the risk decreases when there are several interviewers and they are 
aware of the problem. It can also be hard to analyze the answers given and to 
create the appropriate questions is a time demanding task.  

Other factors to have in mind are the phrasing of the questions. The questions 
should not be leading or valuated. They should be asked one at the time and in 
order (Bell, 2000).  

2.1.1.2 Interview guide  
The semi- standardized interview questions are contained in a guide, not in a 
schedule as in the quantitative research. The focus is on the topics and the se-
quencing of questions may differ from sample to sample, thus ensuring that simi-
lar types of data are collected from all samples. During the interviews, the guide 
does not have to be strictly followed. Focus is put on the topics, and the ques-
tions may well be explored further during the interview. Questions and issues for 
the researcher emerge from the answers given by the respondent, creating a con-
versation that does not relate to a rigid plan. According to Daymon (2002) the in-
terview questions should not be as follows. 
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• Leading  

• Ambiguous 

• Double 

• Including jargon or technical terms. 

What to do instead is to: 

• Guide responses 

• Phrase questions clearly 

• Ask one question at a time 

• Use participant’s language. 

2.1.1.3 Basic questions for the interviews. 
The interview for the first part of our purpose could be seen as a lecture given 
by SPCS. Based on the fact that we had an on- going dialogue it was looked 
upon as an interview. The interview did not follow the recommendations of ear-
lier chapters in meaning that jargon and technical terms were used.     

Based on the second part of our purpose, the problem questions and the theo-
retical framework, the following survey questions have been formulated. The 
questions were also formulated according to the recommendations discussed in 
the earlier chapter. In order to guide response to some questions, as discussed in 
the earlier chapter, some subjects have been distinguished from the frame of ref-
erence and features beneath the question.  

The first question is of value for the problem discussion, to illustrate if a typical 
line of business can be distinguished for EDI- invoicing. 

Q1  What line of business do you operate in? 
 
In order to criticize the objectivity of the thesis, we must know from whom our 
empirical findings were collected and what type of work they perform.  

Q2 What is the description of your job? 
 
The answer to the question is crucial to the fulfil the purpose of the thesis. 

Q3 Are you using an EDI- invoicing solution in your business to 
business processes? 

 
If Yes 

 
Different techniques for using EDI- invoicing are discussed in the theoretical 
framework. This question is asked to find out what kind of solution the sample 
use. 

Q3.2.1  What solution are you using?  
 

Earlier studies and information from system developers showed that by using the 
technique, different objectives can be upheld. We wanted to look into the re-
spondents’ reasons for choosing EDI- invoicing and their expectations. 
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Q3.2.2 Why did you choose to introduce it? – What were 
your expectations? 

 Subjects that can be used: 
 Security, organizational, financial. 
 

The question was asked to investigate the respondents’ experience of EDI- in-
voicing to meet the thesis purpose.  

Q3.2.3 What is your experiences of the use? 
 Subjects that can be used: 
 Security, organizational, financial and opera-

tional. 
The question was asked as the theoretical framework showed that use of EDI- 
invoicing, only as an invoicing tool instead of using it together with other busi-
ness processes, may not be efficient. 

Q3.2.4  Is the EDI solution used for more than just the 
invoicing part? 

 

 If No   Goodbye, and have a nice day. 

2.1.2 Theory construction 
Data for the theoretical frame of reference was collected in order to conduct the 
research for both parts of our purpose. This was done in many different ways. 
Our fundamental guide for the collecting was a seminar, named Internet Dagarna 
2004, given by the Swedish IT-foundation. Different lectures about EDI- invoic-
ing, SME’s possibilities etc. gave us relevant data and information where to search 
for additional data. Also books and publications from the library of Högskolan in 
Jönköping and the library’s databases have been a source of information. We also 
used the Internet as a tool for information search. 

For the first part of the purpose, data regarding the technical structure of EDI so-
lutions was collected. For the second part, earlier studies on SME’s use of EDI 
and data from prompters of EDI- solutions were collected.   

2.1.3 Selection of empirical sample 
According to Daymon (2002), the qualitative research approach demands a dif-
ferent sample technique from using the quantitative approach. It is generally al-
most impossible to collect information from all that are connected to the topic, 
called the population, in the research. A sample, a portion of the population, 
should instead be used to collect data from. It is thus of great importance that the 
sample is seen as being able to generate adequate and relevant information to 
the topic. Daymon emphasize the importance of deciding early in the research 
where to sample, what to sample and whom to sample.  

The qualitative sampling is not as rigid as the quantitative and it does perform a 
strict sampling frame. Daymon (2002) listed several types of parameters for the 
sampling, and claims that whatever the sample, the criteria must be stated for it. 
The parameters included people, setting, events and processes, activities and 
time.  
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When the selection is to be made, Daymon (2002) meant that it should be taken 
into consideration whether or not the informants are ready to share their experi-
ences. Highly sensitive information or personal practice may be hard to collect. 
The most often used type of sampling is; 

• Homogeneous sample 

• Heterogeneous sample 

• Total population sample 

• Chain referral sample 

• Convenience or opportunistic sample 

• Theoretical sample  

Individuals who belong to the same group or subculture and have similar charac-
teristics are connected to the homogeneous sample. Daymon (2002) said that this 
sample is useful when a particular group, for example specialists in a field, are to 
be observed or interviewed. Some variables may differ for the sample, but the 
important variable or variables connected to the purpose should be established 
before the sampling starts. The other types of sampling will not be discussed 
since they will not appear in our research. We found this sampling most suitable 
for our purpose, since our intention was to study individuals that possess similar 
characteristics. 

The thesis used a homogeneous sampling, and sampled according to the follow-
ing criteria’s set by Daymon (2002); 

• People – People with financial or IT roles in SME’s. 

• Setting – The Jönköping region of Sweden. 

• Events and processes –Dealing with electronic commerce. 

• Activities – Using EDI- invoicing in a business system 

• Time – Are connected to an EDI- invoicing solution when the interview is 
held 

Our first plan of receiving information about companies that are using EDI- in-
voices came from our stay at Internetdagarna 2004, where we talked with an em-
ployee at SPCS. He promised that a list would be sent to us in the nearest future, 
including those companies in the Jönköping region that were using their solu-
tion. This did not work out very well. After about a month, no list was received. 
Once again we contacted him, and he then ensured that something would hap-
pen. The week after this contact, another employee from SPCS arrived at our 
school, delivering a lecture about their solution. Even though this lecture was 
greatly wanted for the empirical findings, addressing the first part of our purpose, 
no information about companies could be given. The fact was that their solution 
still was in the testing phase, with only a few companies connected. 

After this withdrawal, we contacted Hogia, another system developer, who gave 
us a blank answer. So, based on the definition given to the SME, our search 
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started via a website delivering company information (www.foretagsfakta.se). On 
these companies, a list of possible candidates for the population was made fol-
lowing the criterias mentioned earlier. The companies on this list was then either 
called by phone or contacted via e- mail to find out whether or not they were 
plausible to the research. After some disappointing phone calls, a  company 
named Bröderna Miller AB was contacted. They told us they were using EDI- in-
voicing, supported by PRI- Handel. So we looked up PRI- Handel, presented in 
4.1.1, and got ourselves a list of SMEs in the Jönköping region using PRI- Handel. 
From this list, the sampling was finally made.   

The number of the participants in a sample depends on the type of research 
questions according to Daymon (2002). Generally a qualitative sample consists 
off a few participants that are to be studied in depth. Six to eight participants are 
mentioned as guideline, but also four to forty. The author meant that a small 
number only could be used when no new data, that are important for the study 
of the developing theory, emerge. Our sample exists of six participants which fall 
in Daymon’s (2002) sample range. However, if new variables rise in any inter-
view, the validity of the number of participants chosen will drop.  

2.1.4 Validity 
Eriksson and Wiedersheim- Paul (1999) define validity as a tool with ability to 
measure the subject that is supposed to be measured. Further on they divide va-
lidity into two different groups; inner and outer validity. Inner validity has the 
meaning that the object/s studied in the empirical research is clarified. The outer 
validity concerns what was intended to study in the empirical research and what 
really was studied. A low outer validity arises when the studied data does not 
match with the predetermined.  

The inner validity in this thesis is upheld through our selection of empirical sam-
ple, presented in  chapter 2.1.3, where the sampling is clarified. Interviews with 
an EDI- solution provider and six SMEs, chapter 4.2 and 4.3, replies to the outer 
validity demand as we believe that the number of studied objects are necessary 
and enough to  respond to our purpose and problem discussion, described in 
chapter 1.2 and 1.3. Our studied objects also respond to the selection of empiri-
cal sample.  

Daymon (2002) mentions generalizability when discussing validity. The author 
means that “ generalizability is usually considered to exist when the findings and 
conclusions of a research study can be applied to other, similar settings and 
populations.” (Daymon, 2002, p. 91) The generalizability in this thesis is further 
discussed in chapter 7. 

 

2.1.5 Reliability 
Another demand of the empirical research is reliability. Eriksson and Wieder-
sheim- Paul (1999) mean that a tool of measurement, for example a question-
naire, should bring a high trustworthiness to the study. To achieve a high reliabil-
ity the results should be independent of examiner. Another examiner should be 
able to come to the same result.  
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Daymon (2002) points out that in a qualitative research there is a different ap-
proach towards reliability. When doing a quantitative research a questionnaire is 
most common used, but within a qualitative method approach it is the researcher 
who is the tool for investigation. The same study can be made by others but it is 
not likely that these researches will come up to the same results because people 
have different knowledge and preconceptions and therefore interpretations and 
analysis will differ. When Daymon (2002) discuss how to get high reliability in a 
qualitative research, an audit trail is mentioned. An audit trail is when the data, 
methods and decisions concerning the study are recorded.  

To achieve a high reliability in the thesis the questions in the interview guide was 
discussed and well thought- through with basis from our purpose and problem 
discussion. The basic interview questions, chapter 2.1.1.3, was sent to the re-
spondent in advance before the telephone interview was actually made. After-
wards a  summary of the interview was made in writing and sent back to the re-
spondent for approval. The summary could then be used for the analysis when 
approval of it was received. However, since the sample is Swedish companies, 
we had to translate the questions as well as the summary which can bring some 
minor misunderstandings.  

2.2 Analysing the data 
Our analysis is separated into two parts. The first part addresses the first part of 
our purpose, how an EDI- invoice process is realized. The first part of the analy-
sis also includes problem question 1 and 2, chapter 1.2.  The second part ad-
dresses the other part of our purpose, SMEs’ experiences of the technique, and 
the third problem question. 

 In these both chapters, the frame of reference, as discussed earlier, is analysed 
and compared with the empirical findings.  
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3 Frame of reference 
The frame of references is composed of relevant theory and models regarding EDI-
invoicing.  

3.1 EDI 
EDI is the name of the electronic exchange of business information between 
businesses in standardized formats. There is two characteristic set that differ EDI 
from other channels for exchanging information. The first is that EDI only is used 
when B2B transactions are done. The second is that EDI treats the information 
exchange between computers, not individuals (Malonis, 2002).  

The comprehensive objectives for EDI are to increase efficiency and to save 
costs. Using EDI instead of traditional paperwork, business transactions are done 
more rapid and with a much lower level of faultiness in the information content. 
Other advantages with EDI are reduce of postage costs, space savings and de-
creased lead-times. However, Malonis (2002) takes Proctor & Gamble, a leading 
packaged goods manufacturer, as an example on where disadvantages had oc-
curred. The company found that more than 30 per cent of its EDI transactions 
were incorrect. The explanation of this high percentage of error was the human 
factor. Employees using the transaction system had not been fully trained for the 
routines (Malonis, 2002).  

EDI can be viewed from two different angles when it comes to EDI as a strategic 
weapon. Companies in Malonis’ study saw it not as one, while Malonis herself 
believed it to be one. Suppliers will have a strong marketing tool, retailers choos-
ing between similar suppliers may choose the EDI- enabled first since they sup-
port reduced business processes time.  

The following illustration shows how the EDI process works. 
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Figure 3-1 The EDI process, authors own illustration 

Information is sent from one participant’s computer system, platform 1, in proto-
col/standard, stand. 1. It may then need to be processed by some type of sending 
routine, EDI platform 2, which translates earlier information into stand. 2. The in-
formation is then sent to the translation software, the middle cluster, via intranet 
or the Internet as example. The translating software translates the stand. 2 into 
the standard/protocol that platform 4 demands, stand. 4. Platform 4 further trans-
lates what EDI platform 3 demands, stand. 3. The information has then arrived at 
the final destination, platform 3. This process proves that EDI is independent of 
platforms. An exception to this slightly complex structure is when both parties 
use the same standards throughout their whole organizations. Then, no transla-
tion software will be needed, the stand. 5 will be used both internal and to 
communicate with each other (Malonis, 2002). 

In order for the translating software to know where to translate and how, the dif-
ferent participants usually enter into specific agreements with their trading part-
ners. When this is done, the partners need to agree on what type of channel that 
will distribute the information. The channels described by Malonis (2002) are; 
over a private network, the Internet or via Value Added Networks (VANs), pro-
vided by third-party partners. VANs work similar to telephone lines by allowing 
for the transfer of data and contain storage areas where information can be held, 
waiting until the receiver is susceptible. VANs are also often connected to each 
other, enabling for companies using one VAN to communicate with an organiza-
tion connected to another. When using Internet as a communication channel, 
EDI files can be sent via e-mail or File Transfer Protocol (FTP). Malonis (2002) 
found Internet to be a cost effective alternative, but sees the Internet service pro-
viders as an obstacle for not supporting EDI-specific services. EDI through extra-
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nets is a communication channel described by Malonis that has a great potential. 
An extranet is links between intranets and the Internet. It makes it possible for 
connection between several businesses behind virtual firewalls. The extranet 
provides the critical link, the one between the access to the public, the Internet, 
and the one serving the internal business, the intranet. 

The XML/EDI group, working for a global framework for electronic commerce, 
forecasted 1997 the following requirements for enabling electronic enterprises 
named the XML/EDI group’s e- business framework. 

1. “Message objects containing all the information (rules and data) necessary 
to process them without reference to the originator for clarification”.  

2. “A self-validating and authenticating message”.  

3. “Displayed as requested by the author or reader, including local styles, and 
also tailoring itself automatically to the particular device or media avail-
able”.  

4. “Dynamic links from various sources/servers and object components from 
around the world”.  

5. “A web presence with common tagged elements”.  

6. “A legacy interface with the new without having to redesign expensive 
business processes”.  

7. “Extended EDI messages with multimedia-based objects and content”.  

8. “Searchable via today's and enhanced object based engines of the future”.  

9. “Encapsulated internal routing and security elements”.  

10. “An easily assimilated protocol via today’s software”.  

11. “Manipulated and viewed with your Web browser, word processor or 
spreadsheet program”.  

12. “Dynamically updateable industry codes cross-linked to reflect the local 
language”.  

13. “Compatible with internal workflow subsystems and external business-to-
business pipelines”.  

14. “Automated on-line E-business”.  

15. “Intranet access to local databases without the use of complex middleware”. 

 

The XML/EDI group is not interested in creating another standard. Instead they 
want to work with existing standards and to develop them. The framework de-
scribed is meant to formulate business practices that can be of advantage. The 
end- goal is to use fully automated electronic communication with a transparent 
technique for the end- user. The group means that the fast growth of the Internet 
can give opportunities for businesses to realize electronic business processes. Ac-
cording to the group the framework combined with the Internet has trigged high 
expectations by businesses dealing with electronic commerce.  
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According to the Intel (1998) corporation there are three benefits for using EDI in 
a company. 

• Save time and money 

The transfer of information from computer to computer is automatic and there-
fore there is no need to re- key information. The chance of errors is nearly none 
when there is no data- entry. 

• Improve customer service 

You can fill in your orders faster through the quick transfer of business docu-
ments and the marked decrease in errors.  

• End repetition 

EDI documents are stored in an electronic mailbox. Documents can be reviewed 
at any time. If a customer wants a copy of an invoice, instead of calling you, they 
simply check their electronic mailbox. Through this there are large time savings 
from not having to copy and fax/mail copies of invoices or purchase orders. 

3.1.1 SMEs use of EDI 
Bolin and Stålnacke (2003) made a research about what obstacles SMEs face 
when introducing EDI. Three SMEs were the sample, and they used a qualitative 
method approach. Cost, security, lack of standards and attitudes, all influenced 
by lack of competence regarding EDI, are the significant obstacles they found. 
They find the lack of competence as a result of the loss in the economic re-
sources that are demanded for appointing personnel to an EDI- project.  

The cost related obstacle for introducing an EDI solution was found to be one of 
the most prominent. However, it was not the cost for the technical solution that 
was seen as a threat. The researchers found out that the educational cost for the 
employees, in order to use the solution, was seen as the highest cost variable. 
The initial costs for introducing an EDI- solution can be reduced in different 
ways. Bolin and Stålnacke (2003) found an observation where a SME together 
with its business partners had divided the investment cost equally. Another way 
is to use Web- EDI, where traditional EDI costs are reduced due to the low prices 
of Internet. The majority of the samples considered that it is important for the 
EDI- solution investment to repay within three years.  

Security was seen as another great obstacle by the SMEs. Many observations 
meant that they had critical business information in their business systems, and 
did not know how to deal with it. The researchers claim that security issues 
should not affect the decision on whether to implement a solution or not, since 
EDI- solutions of today meet high security demands. Furthermore they mean that 
SME’s should establish or update their EDI security policy (Bolin & Stålnacke, 
2003). 

Well established standards for electronic commerce existed when the study was 
made. Anyhow, the respondents believed that there were a lack, or existed too 
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many of them, and thought of it as an obstacle. The researches see the lack of 
standards as another variable that can be explained by the lack of competence, 
and they mean that it should not be seen as an obstacle. They further on think 
that a standard like EDIFACT should be used for all lines of business, in order to 
reduce this uncertainty (Bolin & Stålnacke, 2003).  

The attitude obstacle seen by the companies is connected with the lack of com-
petence once again. Unawareness of the subject has created an attitude that re-
jected it. The opinion concerning where in the organization the attitude problems 
existed were spread. The researchers points out the importance of creating a 
healthy attitude for change that permeates the whole organization (Bolin & Stål-
nacke, 2003). 

Another study made by Andersson, Söderberg and Vennersten (2000) pointed out 
that Internet makes it possible for SME’s to exploit traditional EDI. Several studied 
companies had a trace of using a web browser as an interface towards the EDI 
solution, named Web- EDI. However, the authors showed some arguments that 
indicated that it may not be profitable form of EDI in the long- term. As dis-
cussed in the limitations, Web- EDI should not be confused with using Internet 
as communicating channel for EDI which some researchers tend to do. 

Bragd (2003) meant that the success of an electronic commerce solution can be a 
critical question of survival for SME’s. The author pointed out that it is the plan-
ning of the solution that is the most critical factor for success. Bragd meant that 
the lack of bureaucracy in a SME compared to a larger company enables the SME 
to faster adaption and response towards the reality. It is the level of changeability 
in the organization, not the level of usage of computers and techniques, that 
Bragd meant is the key to electronic commerce.    

3.2 EDI- invoice 
With EDI, the invoice is sent from a seller’s business system to a buyer’s business 
system where it is read and controlled automatically. The EDI invoice should not 
be seen as a free-standing transaction, but instead as a part of a business process. 
EDI makes it possible for two systems to communicate with each other with 
minimal involvement of manual routines. It is built around a mutual determined 
file format, most often XML or Edifact, so that the systems can read, translate and 
treat the sent information (Dykert & Fredholm, 2004). 

The electronic document is sent over a network, for example an intranet or the 
Internet, by a file transmit protocol. This protocol makes sure the communication 
works and that the transmission is complete. The invoice handling can get very 
easy to handle since the electronic document can be registered, controlled and 
then allocated to an account automatically in the buyers system (Dykert & Fred-
holm, 2004). 

EDI can also be used in several different business transactions, not only concern-
ing invoices. For example can transactions like orders, pricelists and transport in-
structions use standardized electronic messages. This makes it a useful tool for 
supporting the company’s business system (Dykert & Fredholm, 2004). 
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Dykert and Fredholm (2004) have created a rough comparison between tradi-
tional invoice handling and EDI-invoicing. They base their comparison on the 
minutes of work per invoice and translated it to the cost for it. 

 

 

 

 

Activity –  

average time in minutes 

Min/invoice 

Paper-invoice 

Min/invoice 

EDI-invoice 

Envelope opening, sorting, stamp-
ing etc.  

1 0 

Arrival registration 1 0 

Allocation to an account 4 1 

Enclosures 1 0 

Sorting, retrieve/leave etc.  1 0 

Error detection and correction, 
reminders 

6 1 

Approving and final attest 5 0,5 

Filing 1,5 0 

Instruction of payment 0,5  0 

Sum 21 2,5 

   

Cost (SEK) at 250 kr/h for internal 
work 

87 kr/invoice 10 kr/invoice 

Cost (SEK) at 10,000 invoices per 
annum 

870,000 100,000 

Table 1 – Table on potential with EDI-invoices. Freely translated from Dykert. L, Fredholm P. 
2004, p. 25 

The possible advantages and disadvantages Dykert and Fredholm (2004) sees 
with EDI- invoicing compared to traditional paperwork and other solutions are as 
follow. 

Advantages 

• Could bring very high automatization of the processes 

• Few errors 

• Great benefits for both seller and customer 

• Well standardized and many business line solutions 
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• Suits the whole process, not just the invoicing 

Disadvantages 

• Difficult for smaller businesses, with the exception of some services di-
rected only for them 

• Demands volumes 

• Different standards 

• High investment and integration cost 

Bergman and Sjögren (2004) listed some positive advantages of EDI- invoices 
where they first of all agree on that electronic invoicing leads to indirect cost sav-
ings. Indirect in their meaning that time are released for personnel. The authors 
stated that after an expensive initial cost, the use of the system is not especially 
costly. The numbers of customers that are added to the network do not have a 
great affect of the employees working effort. Introducing an EDI solution merely 
for invoicing will be hard to pay off. They meant that if an EDI solution should 
be implemented, it should involve a greater area of the business processes. 
Strengthened customer relations are another positive aspect Bergman and Sjögren 
(2004) found with EDI- invoicing. Documented contracts with customers are a 
reason for strengthened relationships. Competitiveness may also be obtained by 
the use of EDI- invoicing, if the user have the knowledge of and the possibility to 
use the technique. Lesser information is sent in the electronic invoices compared 
to the traditional invoice which also leads to shorter working time for personnel. 
The storage of invoices when using EDI- invoicing has rendered positive effects 
for their studied companies.   

Furthermore, Bergman and Sjögren (2004), found some effects with EDI- invoic-
ing that was not positive. The implementation of the system did not improve 
quality, nor reduced the trouble- frequency. Savings potential was also found to 
be higher for those companies that were retrieving EDI- invoices compared to 
those that were sending them.   

3.2.1 The EDI- invoice process 
The EDI- invoice process can be explained by looking back at figure 3-1, where 
the invoice is seen as the message (Dykert & Fredholm, 2004).  

• The seller creates an invoice, which with EDI is a data file instead of a 
piece of paper.  

• The created invoice is transferred to the sellers own EDI-system where the 
file is transferred to the format of the agreed standard. 

• The transaction is sent to the respondent system with the use of agreed 
communication- and security solution. 

• The invoice is received by the respondent where it is controlled and trans-
lated to the format of his system.  
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• The file is transferred to the business system which mostly automatically 
handles the transferred invoice. For example registration, control and con-
firmation can be done automatically. How many routines that can be han-
dled automatically depend on the functionality and the routines of the re-
ceiving system and enterprise.  

3.2.2 The transition 
According to Bohlin, Wiktor and Johansson K. (2004), a transition to electronical 
invoicing lead to a changed method of working. The customers’ expectations are 
first of all showed in their thesis. These are; 

• Handling of invoices electronically 

• Create better control and management of the invoice process 

• Reduce lead times for treating the organization’s invoices 

• Increase the quality through better access to the right information. 

Different roles that are affected by a transition are according to the authors the 
responsible for account allocation, the cashier, controllers, economists, assistants, 
accountants and purchasing officers. The economy department goes from a mo-
notonous work to analysis and reporting. The tasks become more tactical than 
operative and the new tasks are more varying. The accounting results in a higher 
quality, faster period financial statements, lesser invoices and that the invoices are 
paid in time. Besides these affects, the researchers found unexpected affects such 
as an increased cost-conscious of purchases, better insight of discounts and 
agreements, better knowledge of the accounting and a collaboration between 
departments.  

The negative effects Bohlin et al. (2004) found were that the earlier expertise was 
no longer the expertise. It takes time for the users to acclimatize to seeing the in-
voice on a screen. Demands are put on the information technology’s infrastruc-
ture and finally, it may take time to penetrate a new process for invoice handling.      

3.3 Security 
It is important to be aware of the opportunities and risks that the business is fac-
ing when working with electronic invoices. It is necessary to state safety regula-
tions, which concerns the functional demands of the system, when development 
or procurement of a system is made. In order to form the safety regulations it is 
appropriate to first put up a risk analysis and through that work out the safety 
regulations. When deciding between different suppliers of an invoice system, it is 
important to evaluate the suppliers solutions towards the own stated regulations 
(Dykert & Fredholm, 2004).  

When discussing the security and stability of EDI, Malonis (2002) argues that the 
human factor can have an impact. Data can be deliberately or mistakenly dupli-
cated which can lead to overcharging, waste of resources and, in the end, dam-
aged relations between participating partners. Malonis asserts that for these and 
other reasons, companies need to take measures to ensure the accuracy and the 
security of the processes. The measures may be in the form of establishing busi-
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ness security policies that limit the authority of manipulating data, means of veri-
fying that messages sent were retrieved intact and that proper encryption meth-
ods are used.    

3.3.1 Risk analysis 
A risk analysis should contain identified and assessed threats and risks that can 
occur towards the company by implementing an EDI- solution. Dykert and Fred-
holm (2004) discussed three different categories of risks that have to be handled 
and taken care of when or if they happen; 

• Risk for a communication breakdown  

These risks arise when there is a lack of communication within the sys-
tem through a breakdown and when there is a long time of response. 

• Risk of unauthorized accessibility and manipulation of information 

This concerns how to protect the company from unauthorized reading 
and manipulation of invoices. This can mean that a company not get 
compensated for a task done or that a company pays a performance that 
never has been done.  

• Risk of insufficient information quality 

If the exchanged information between businesses is not reliable it will 
cause an incorrect invoice handling such as incorrect payments.  

3.3.2 Safety demands 
Further on Dykert and Fredholm (2004) described which safety demands that 
should be fulfilled in an EDI- solution; 

• Demand of secrecy 

With secrecy it is meant that only people with authority should access the 
resources and information given in the invoice handling. It also concerns 
the accessibility of unauthorized reading of data. 

• Demand of integrity 

To make the information in the invoices correct the invoices should be 
protected against unauthorized manipulation of data during transfer and 
storage. 

• Demand of authenticity 

To protect the company against false invoices and payment there have to 
be a demand that makes the identity of the invoice sender clear. 

• Demand of non rejecting 

Within the process of EDI- invoices the system creates and stores informa-
tion which shows that sending and receiving of invoices is fulfilled. A 
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sender or a receiver should not be able to deny that they have sent or not 
received an invoice. 

• Demand of accessibility 

A demand of accessibility is an important issue. That a user of an EDI- in-
voice system has access to the system is elementary for the business 
process. 

• Demand of Traceability 

It should be able to trace the handling of an invoice within the system; 
this demand can be fulfilled through secure storage. 

 

 

 

 

3.4 Standards 
The problem of standards and EDI is based on the earlier purpose of EDI trans-
actions, a relationship of one to one transaction between information systems. 
Nowadays, businesses processes do not just involve two partners, instead busi-
ness networks are created which assists a relationship of many to many (Lund-
blad, 2000).    

Different initiatives have been taken for standardizing electronic invoicing. Holm-
dahl (2004) described the standardized design for e- invoice on the behalf of the 
Swedish municipality union. Bank unions, the car trade and the VAN/IT provid-
ers, all have they taken initiatives to introduce standards for the electronic in-
voice. However, the Swedish municipality union did not find any of these suit-
able for their processes, so they designed one themselves, the Svefaktura. The 
reason was that different organizations within the public sector all support elec-
tronic commerce. They see the electronic commerce as a need for rationalizing 
purchase operations, shorten the invoice handling time and for rationalize finan-
cial management. 

As discussed earlier in this thesis, EDI uses translation software for translating dif-
ferent languages for data. ANSI X 12 was, at the beginning of the 2000s, the most 
widely used standard language in North America. The standard was developed 
by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI), an administrator and coor-
dinator of standardization within the United States. The standard then spread to 
Australia and New Zeeland. Electronic Data Interchange For Administration 
Commerce and Transport (EDIFACT) is another standard, developed by the 
United Nations. It origins from 1987 and has combined the best aspects from 
ANSI X 12 and a standard known as United Nations Guidelines for Trade Data In-
terchange (UNTDI). Besides these standards, Global EDI Guidelines for Retail 
(GEDI), Voluntary Inter- Industry Commerce Standard (VISC), Warehouse Infor-
mation Network Standard (WINS) and eXtensible Markup Language (XML) can be 
mentioned. Those standards used mostly by North American businesses (UNTDI, 
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GEDI, WINS and VISC) will not be discussed further, since this thesis focus only 
Swedish businesses. XML can be compared with the hypertext markup language 
(HTML) in some aspects. The main aspect is that both allow users to share in-
formation in a universal and standardized manner, disregarding the special ar-
rangements EDI often requires. Both languages also disregard the software pro-
grams information is sent between (Malonis, 2002).  

Damsgaard and Truex (2000) concluded that EDI standards should not be di-
rectly compared with technical standards. Instead, they mean that EDI grammar is 
emergent and often challenged by practical use. The EDI standards should be 
used merely as a frame of reference and standards should be developed such as 
they support general grammatical forms with the possibility for adaption to indi-
vidual needs. The authors take XML as one step forward in the standards devel-
opment. XML is a meta- standard and a dynamic, flexible language which the au-
thors claim has a suitable and customizable grammar for use in EDI solutions.  

Invoicing is closely connected to the financial result of a company. Therefore 
EDI- invoicing also has to follow the tax regulations of the country where it is is-
sued. The European Union has in 2003 come up with directives for how an e-
invoice should be presented and built up to get the technique to work and be al-
lowed in different countries within the European Union. The motives for it were 
according to von Otter (2003) the following. 

• Manipulation of value added taxes 
• To create harmonization 
• Allow e-invoicing in all member countries 
• Rules for storage 
• Self-billing 

 

The directives are very clear and can not be adjusted to fit a certain country as 
they are to be implemented directly in every country. The directive basically says 
that e-invoicing can be used in every EU- member country and none of them can 
forbid the use of e-invoicing. The subject of self-billing means that the buyer can 
issue the invoice by himself, but this is not common in smaller businesses.  

The main content of the directives are as follow (von Otter 2003). 

• Rules for responsibility to secure that an invoice is issued 
• Fourteen mandatory specifications of the invoice 
• Optional currency but value added tax were delivery occurs 
• Rights to apply e-invoicing under certain conditions 
• Rights to file invoices abroad under certain terms 
• Rights for authorities to get access to stored information 
• Demand that you have to accept all invoices that fulfils the terms 

 

The directives also give new demands on the compulsory information in the in-
voice. The e-invoice directives add some demands which are new compared to 
Swedish tax laws today. What it demands are as follow. 

• Date of issue 
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• Full name and address on seller and buyer 
• The goods/services amount and type 
• Date of delivery 
• Date for eventual payment on account 
• Constitutional reference by tax exemption 

 

These demands are valid for both electronic invoices and for regular invoices, 
and it gives member states the rights to except exempt from value-added tax 
from the demands (von Otter 2003). 

Dykert (2003) argued that all received and sent EDI- invoices shall be archived 
during statutory preservation period. In Sweden, this is ten years. The invoices 
authenticity, integrity and readability must be secured throughout the whole 
preservation period. If the invoice is encrypted, decryption must be secured dur-
ing the preservation period. This means that the decryption keys are saved as 
long as the encryption is kept. There is a right to store e-invoices on machine-
readable media in another country, providing that the information can be avail-
able for authorized authority when it demands it. Authorities have the right to 
download and use the invoices which are stored in another EU country. An EU 
member country must accept electronic invoices to their regulations, provided 
that authenticy and data integrity can be guaranteed. For EDI transferring this 
means that there are security functions that satisfy demands on authenticy and in-
tegrity. 

 

3.5 Summary frame of reference 
EDI is the procedure of communicating information between different businesses’ 
information systems. If two businesses want to communicate with each informa-
tion system, they need to develop an agreement on the communicating format as 
well as the format of the information that is to be sent (Malonis, 2002).  

Obstacles for SMEs to introduce EDI solutions have been found to be security is-
sues, high costs, lack of standards and, without a doubt the most frequently 
found, the lack of knowledge SMEs posses on EDI (Bolin & Stålnacke, 2003). 

EDI- invoicing works similar as other EDI transactions. However, the EDI invoic-
ing should not be used independent, but instead be integrated with other proc-
esses, if a business want to get highest benefits from it. These benefits have been 
proved to mostly concern rationalization, decrease of administration costs and 
more effective routines (Dykert & Fredholm; 2004, Bergman & Sjögren, 2004). 

If the electronic commerce wants to evolve, it must deal with the security issues 
involved. The issues is about the risk of communication breakdowns, unauthor-
ized accessibility, quality aspects, human mistakes and that involved parties fully 
agree on what they both are responsible of (Dykert & Fredholm, 2004; Malonis, 
2002).  

Standards are, as mentioned earlier in this chapter, a huge base for conflict in the 
EDI work. Development of different standards, both for communicating and the 
structure of the information has created confusion for companies wanting to use 
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EDI solutions. EDI standards should be seen as comprehensive, instead of dis-
tinct (Damsgaard & Truex, 2000). Initiatives have been taken for the standardiza-
tion from both national as well as international levels. The EU has established di-
rectives for EDI invoice that are to be implemented by all its members (von Ot-
ter, 2003). 
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4 Empirical study 
This chapter is the result of the empirical study that was conducted with the help of 
interviews.  

4.1 Introduction 
Looking back at our method, this chapter will present the primary data that has 
been received from interviews with our studied sample. Since some of our stud-
ied objects have brought Byggtrygg up as an initiative for introducing EDI- in-
voicing, we will describe it shortly.  

Byggtrygg AB was established in its current shape the autumn of 1980. The cor-
poration is of service type for about 50 specialized build retailers, that all are 
members of the idealistic union Byggtryggförbundet, which also owns Byggtrygg 
AB. The members exist all over Sweden, with over 70 sales places. Byggtrygg’s 
duties are for example to represent its members and to co- ordinate purchasing 
processes. Marketing is another aspect of Byggtryggs duties (www.byggtrygg.se).  

4.1.1 PRI- Handel 
The following data was collected from PRI- Handel’s website, www.prihandel.se, 
1 December 2004. 

PRI- Handel develops and carries out the introduction of electronic commerce for 
the retail trade in the Scandinavian building market. They compete on the market 
through their own developed products, together with a unique concept, creating 
possibilities for buyers and sellers to get started with electronic commerce.   

They are the market leaders on electronic commerce within the construction 
branch in Sweden with 800 connected companies, including leading retailers in 
Sweden, Norway and Denmark. Their solution has connections for a company’s 
product management, the invoicing and a complete electronic commerce section. 

To educate companies who want to connect to PRI- Handel they have created an 
interactive educational section. This means that the company can work in its own 
environment, their business system, and still be connected online against the 
leader of the course. PRI- Handel is working with many business system devel-
opers to get their business systems to have connections to PRI- Handel’s EDI-
solution. 

PRI- Handel has developed a platform that is web based. The idea with the plat-
form is that dealers should be able to offer services such as make inquiries and 
electronic orders but also use it for internal usage. The platform is illustrated in 
figure 4-1. 
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Figure 4-1 PRI- Handel’s platform, retrieved from www.pri-handel.se 2004-11-13, freely translated 
by the authors. 

4.2 Empirical findings from SPCS 
These findings are based on a personal interview with Andreas Pettersson, 3 De-
cember 2004. 

4.2.1 Introduction 
SPCS is a software developer working in Sweden. They are the market leader in 
their segment, administrative software solutions for SMEs in Sweden. The soft-
ware developer has recently worked out an administrative solution that supports 
SMEs to receive and send invoices, orders and order confirmations in an elec-
tronic procedure. Savings in both time and funds is what they claim their product 
will bring to prospective customers. The product is named SPCS EDI, where the 
highlighted advantages are; 

• Simple, sending and receiving the electronic documents are as simple as 
printing them on paper. 

• Profitable, you only pay an annual fee of 990 SEK besides the 1.90 SEK 
per electronic document. These expenses will pay off with just a few 
documents, compared to traditional administrative work. 

• Secure, your data and information are well protected. The communication 
is done with https as protocol, the same protocol used by several large 
internet banks  
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The requirements for SMEs to use SPCS EDI are that they are running software in 
SPCS product line and that they have an Internet connection. SPCS means that by 
connecting all SMEs, the largest business network in Sweden will be created.  

4.2.2 The business opportunity 
EDIFACT, with a great variety of variants, and Single Face To Industry (SFTI) 
have for a long time been those standards dominating EDI formats in Sweden. 
SFTI on the public sector and EDIFACT on the other. The biggest problem with 
standardization is according to SPCS the great number of variants of EDIFACT, 
making it almost no longer a standard, but instead a kind of generic term. SFTI 
are working with scenario building when developing their standard. In this work, 
the logic of a typical business transaction is illustrated, and from that, the format 
is build. A typical scenario may look as the following figure. 

 

Figure 4-2 The EDI- process, personal interview, Andreas Pettersson 2004-12-03 

In the public sector, 20 percent of the suppliers answer to 80 percent of the in-
voices. This means that a great number of suppliers answer to a small size of the 
invoice flow. One earlier solution for these suppliers was that the municipalities 
scanned incoming invoices where apprehensible objects were sent directly into 
the business system. This lead to that great effort was made for the supplemen-
tary work with allocations to accounts etc. This way of scanning also meant that 
not very much information could be used from the invoice. Problems also arose 
when the actual scanning was done which lead to that incorrect information was 
sent.   

The 20 percent of suppliers earlier mentioned above was found to be too costly 
for the public sector. A business idea was there, but no one seemed to grab it. If 
the municipality wanted some java from the nearest coffee shop, no one was in-
terested in drawing up general- and EDI- agreements to be able to pay for it. A 
top leader forum was held in 1990 for establishing a Swedish standard for EDI- 
formats. A large amount of money was invested, mainly from the public sector. It 
resulted in only one thing; agreements could not be made on which format to 
standardize. Svefakturan was the next initiative that was taken. The aim was to 
replace the costly scanning procedure and the wide SFTI format, just containing 
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the most necessary elements. Svefakturan was though almost directly extended 
with more elements, since new business systems were capable of receiving more 
information. The comprehensive goal of the invoice format was to be the easy- 
used standardized format for those 20 percent of the suppliers, mainly SMEs. To-
day, Svefakt is nailed and ready to be put into action. It is designed to be runned 
parallel with SFTI. There is one slight problem though; none of the municipality’s 
business systems are prepared for receiving it. 

The community for electronic commerce in Sweden (GEA) has been a great 
prompter for the spread and fast evolution of electronic invoicing. Another 
prompter is Svefakt, acting on the behalf of the public sector in Sweden. This 
sector has for a long time been using EDI- solutions towards larger companies. 

There are few typical examples where standardization of formats has been a suc-
cess. Finland is one, Australia another. In Australia, the government has been re-
sponsible for all standardization, reducing the muddle as seen in Sweden. The 
European Union terms of reference, mentioned in chapter 3.4, treat areas such as 
how to handle VAT, and adjustment can not be done in any of the member 
states. The terms were interpreted by the Swedish tax authority, with confusion 
in the beginning. A proposal for interpretation was ready in the summer of 2004, 
containing the following areas. 

• Security, three levels of security for electronic commerce was set by EU. 
Sweden followed the lowest level, modification insurance and sender 
identification.  

• Storage of invoicing. 

• Self- billing, this concerns mainly bigger companies.  

4.2.3 The solution 
The earlier map of EDI connections between business systems may have looked 
as following. 
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Figure 4-4 Figurative old map of EDI connections, Andreas Pettersson personal communication 
2004-12-03 

In this figure, it is shown that the connections are of one to one kind. If Sandvik 
and Volvo for example, want to create a connection, it will be in three steps. First 
of all, a VAN operator needs to be contacted for managing the communication. 
The VAN operator is responsible for format conversion, identification and com-
municating conversion. The format conversion handles the mapping of different 
formats such as XML, ebXML. The communicating conversion handles the map-
ping of formats such as HTTPS and FTP. Secondly, the VAN operator establishes 
two nodes. Finally, a unique three part solution is put in practice. This procedure 
is not free of charge. The VAN operators do not hesitate to take several thousand 
crowns just for the mapping of formats, plus transaction costs.  

This map will soon belong to the past according to SPCS. Factors such as larger 
companies demanding all their suppliers to communicate with electronic docu-
ments have trigged a new solution. Web forms where suppliers need to double 
register invoices and other information, virtual printers that only send informa-
tion, are earlier solutions for the suppliers that do not have their own EDI- con-
nection, towards a larger company. These solutions are both expensive and inse-
cure. Therefore in October 2004, SPCS presented their new ”map” over how their 
EDI- connections will work. 
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Figure 4-5 Figurative new map of EDI- connections, Andreas Pettersson personal communication 
2004-12-03 

Here we can distinguish one main difference compared to the old map. It is that 
the connections can now handle one to several connections or vice versa. Three 
part agreements will be replaced with collective agreements. Strålfors as supplier 
of the VAN service lies invisible for the SPCS clients, with a https protocol for 
communication. The clients need to determine how they want to send the infor-
mation. They can still send information in an electronic format or by regular mail. 
They need to alter their way of sending the invoice. Instead of pressing the print 
button in the system, they click the send button. This solution is running be-
tween SPCS clients. Discussions are held with other actors, to enable SPCS to 
make this map real. The main obstacle is that some business systems are not 
ready for the one to several connection, and that collective agreements feel 
strange for the participants of the old map.     

 

 

4.3 Empirical findings from SME�s 

4.3.1 Bröderna Miller AB 
These findings are based on a phone interview with Bröderna Miller AB, 3 De-
cember 2004. 
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Bröderna Miller AB is a wholesaler within the iron and building trade. The per-
son that was interviewed was working with their economy, mainly invoicing and 
clearances. The company is an old family firm, with 34 employees. 

PRI- Handel distributes the EDI- invoice solution to Bröderna Miller AB, but they 
also use Posten as service provider in some cases. Bröderna Miller have used 
EDI- invoicing for almost four years now, actually being one of the first to use 
PRI- Handel in Sweden.   

The company chose to introduce EDI- invoicing because of that ByggTrygg, their 
clients union, demanded it. They did not see any financial problems when pur-
chasing it, but instead saw potential savings and had no fear of the system not to 
refund itself. The system works as a big support for their business processes, in-
cluding not only invoicing, but also receiving orders.  

There are only two employees using the system. One on the technical side, with 
adding and removing customers as biggest work time areas, and one doing the 
actual invoicing. So, little education had to be invested. The experience of PRI- 
Handel is that it was a bit nervous in the beginning, but very easy to use once 
they got started. They see a big extension of the system in the near future, where 
the expectation is not only new customers within ByggTrygg, but also other 
types of clientele. Actually, Bröderna Miller has not had any problems with the 
system at all. Invoices have never disappeared or went to wrong address, nor 
have the management been unsteady.  

4.3.2 Habo Järn & Bygg AB 
These findings are based on a phone interview with Habo Järn & Bygg AB, 7 
December 2004. 

Habo Järn & Bygg AB is a wholesaler and retailer in the building trade. Their 
customer base is wide, with both building entrepreneurs and private customers 
as clientele. The company is situated with its eight employees in Habo, close to 
Jönköping. The person that was interviewed was the financial manager, and an 
earlier student from the University of Jönköping. 

Habo Järn & Bygg AB is using PRI- Handel’s solution of EDI- invoicing and has 
done it since 2001. Main reason for introducing it was that its customer’s union, 
Byggtrygg, merely demanded it. The company neither saw no security problems 
with it, nor sees it today.  However, Habo Järn & Bygg AB does only use PRI- 
Handel for receiving invoices from some businesses and they use regular invoic-
ing procedures for local suppliers. The company does not either use it for other 
processes than just the invoicing, e.g. no orders or other objects are received in 
this system. The annual premium that is paid to PRI- Handel is considered to be 
superior compared with the administrative expenses that would be the option.   

Their experiences of EDI- invoicing are that it performs painless. Time savings 
have been made for the invoicing processes and the paper flow has decreased 
prominent. Their switch to EDI- invoicing went also well. No conflicts came up, 
mainly because of that no manpower had to be released; the processes only 
went more effective. There was though one problem pointed out by the inter-
viewed with the system today. The search engine for the invoices could be a bit 
drowsy from time to time. 
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Some education was held for the users together with other customers to PRI- 
Handel. But the interviewed had no information about how this education went 
on. Today, Habo Järn & Bygg AB sees no direct cause for increasing the use of 
EDI- invoicing to other types of processes or clienteles.  

4.3.3 Ekholms Färggross AB 
These findings are based on a phone interview with Ekholms Färggross, 10 De-
cember 2004.  

Ekholms Färggross is a wholesale firm situated with its eleven employees in 
Jönköping. The company offers paint and some build accessories to both other 
companies as well as to private customers. The person that was interviewed was 
the CEO of the firm. 

The company are using PRI- handle’s EDI- invoice solution. Being in the late test 
phase, Ekholms Färggross are just using the solution for receiving invoices from 
some customers at time being. Reasons for introducing the solution were on one 
hand a demand from Byggtrygg, where Ekholms Färggross have some customers 
within, and on the other hand that they did not want to be left behind in the de-
velopment of electronic commerce.  

Security issues are well aware at the company. The CEO did not see any internal 
safety problems, but said that they understood and tried to work continuously 
with the safety issues.  

PRI- Handel’s solution is seen not to repaying itself for now, but to bee in the 
long run. Ekholms AB are not looking for releasing employees from the admini-
stration, but instead release workload from influenced personnel. Less paper 
handling is what the release will bring according to the CEO.  

Ekholms Färgross AB’s looks bright on the future and the solution. It will be soon 
be run sharp and the few customers involved today will be increased in the near 
coming future.  

4.3.4 Anza AB 
These findings are based on a phone interview with Anza AB, 9 December 2004. 

Anza AB is a retailer and manufacturer within the painting trade. The painting 
tools they are distributing are mostly brushes and rollers. The company is situ-
ated in Bankeryd outside Jönköping, and the company has 135 employees.  The 
person who was interviewed is the chief of order, responsible for all invoices that 
the company sends.  

The company started to use EDI as an own initiative and due to that some of 
their customers started to demand it. The solution they are using is a business 
system called IFS Applications together with an EDI- converter from the VAN 
company Strålfors.  

Anza have a subsidiary company situated in Denmark with their own selling’s 
and market. With the help of EDI the orders to the company can be sent much 
easier. This proves that EDI is integrated in Anzas system and used for more pur-
poses than just e-invoicing. 
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Other positive aspects of the introduction for Anza have been the reduced risk 
for mistakes, considering safety and manual routines. When the incoming orders 
come through EDI they still have to open every invoice for confirmation, but this 
takes much less time than having to fill in every row in the order manually. The 
automatization saves a lot of paper and postage costs for Anza. 

If Anza have something negative to say about EDI that would be that different 
customers or new customers have different solutions and then adaptation has to 
be made to get a result that fits both parts. They have never experienced that an 
invoice have disappeared, or any other direct problems. 

4.3.5 Isaksson Gruppen 
These findings are based on a phone interview with Isaksson Gruppen, 13 De-
cember 2004. 

Isaksson Gruppen is a commerce, trading and manufacturer of fittings and 
espagnolettes, locking mechanisms, under the trademark Habo. They have 180 
employees and are a leading company within its field and are selling the prod-
ucts to large retailers. The person we interviewed is the IT- manager of the com-
pany in Habo. 

Isaksson has a wide experience of EDI and has used it for almost eight years. It 
started with that the orders could be picked up by hand help terminals and regis-
tered and sent over the telephone line by the use of EDI, but traditional EDI- 
transfer was also used. 

Nowadays Isaksson is using a business system from IFS with an aside EDI- pro-
gram named TWIM. This program creates the right structure of the invoice and 
order according to Edifact. The invoice is then sent to the receiver through Post-
Net as the service provider which gives a standardized EDI flow. The method is 
used for receiving orders.  

The expectations that Isaksson had on the EDI when they introduced it was that 
it would reduce the amount of manual routines in the work with the incoming 
orders, and to minimize faults. These factors seem to have been fulfilled as they 
say that the work with the incoming orders has become easier and more effective 
as the order is registered directly in IFS. For EDI-invoice they saw lower costs for 
envelopes and postage as they do not have to send so many invoices by mail 
any longer. The largest benefit here though is at the receiving company which 
gets the invoice direct into their system.  

One good consequence of a good working EDI system that Isaksson brings up is 
that they can focus on tougher questions instead, for example customer value.  

Isaksson believes that their system with EDI works very well and they are super-
vising the flow every day. Isaksson sees EDI as an accepted way of communica-
tion. The security of EDI has to be compared with the safety of other methods. If 
you would send the invoice by mail instead, you can never be certain that the 
envelope actually is received at the other end. When Isaksson is sending an in-
voice over EDI there is always a “handshake" between the parts as a confirma-
tion that the invoice has been transferred. They have naturally experienced some 
problems over the years but overall they are satisfied and the costs of the intro-
duction have by far been repaid.  
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4.3.6 Konradssons Kakel 
These findings are based on a phone interview with Konradssons Kakel, 14 De-
cember 2004. 

Konradssons Kakel is a wholesaler within the ceramics field. They sell their 
products to retailers, but also in their own store in Jönköping. The company has 
24 employees. The person on the company who was interviewed is the financial 
manager and the head of office. 

The EDI- invoice solution was implemented when a demand for it came from a 
costumer. When this happened, they did not have any greater expectations from 
it more than it would decrease the paperwork.  

Konradssons are using PRI- Handels EDI solution together with their business 
system called Pyramid. They have experienced some problems with it. First they 
have experienced some errors in the program which have made it not to work 
properly. Another problem for them has been that if the presumption has 
changed they have been forced to make changes in order to get it to work prop-
erly. The main negative cause for them has been that they have not been able to 
send credit note to their customers. 

Positive aspects of the use of EDI they say has been that they do not have to 
send as many invoices by mail, and can save money because of it. Konradssons 
Kakel believes that the security of their solution is good, and they have not ex-
perienced any lost invoices due to it. The EDI- solution at Konradssons Kakel is 
just used for the invoicing part, orders is though sent through a complete differ-
ent EDI system.  
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5 Analysis 
 The purpose with the thesis is to investigate how EDI- invoice solutions are real-
ized and to describe the affects the use and implementation of and EDI- invoice 
solution brings to a SME. Because of this, our analysis is divided into two parts, 
addressing the different parts of the purpose.  

5.1 EDI- invoicing  
An EDI connection towards another business system is the fundament for realiz-
ing EDI- invoicing (Dykert & Fredholm, 2004). EDI is characterized by two sets, 
the first is that it deals with B2B transactions and the other that the information is 
sent between computers, not individuals (Malonis, 2002). The routing of how the 
information is sent, figure 3-1, is supported by SPCS. The “translating software” is 
in SPCS case the VAN operator Strålfors. Strålfors deals with mapping of different 
formats, standardized or not, and is also responsible for the communication.  

In the earlier days, EDI- invoices have been realized through one to one agree-
ments, depending on specifications of standards (Malonis, 2002; Lundblad, 2000). 
In our empirical findings from SPCS, the new solution has opened possibilities 
for SME’s to use EDI technique without high investment costs. The earlier work 
with the agreements has been both costly and time consuming. Instead, SPCS 
now offers already existing agreements for the SME’s towards both other SME’s 
and other clients, giving them a reduced cost for the work. SPCS’s business sys-
tems, used by roughly 50,000 SME’s in Sweden, have the in- built prerequisites 
for EDI- invoicing, or have the possibility to upgrade it for free. According to 
SPCS, there is actually no outstanding technological development that has en-
abled the solution for SMEs. It is instead that different system developers have 
taken the opportunity to provide an user- friendly application that is the enabler.  

The prerequisites, in SPCS’ solution, for SMEs to use EDI- invoicing are that they 
have a business application that supports EDI and that they have an Internet 
connection.  

Standardization of formats has been a great obstacle for the evolvement and 
spreading of EDI discussed by both Malonis (2002) and Dykert and Fredholm 
(2004). Initiatives have been taken from different instances, such as the XML/EDI 
group and the EU, to come up with one true standard. The framework presented 
by the XML/EDI group (1997) is though presented as how to relate to electronic 
commerce. It contains 15 areas on how to align when working with electronic 
commerce. In SPCS case, their solution can relate to it in many levels. SPCS also 
have taken the standardization issue away from SME’s and deals with it them-
selves together with its VAN operator, Strålfors. This leads to that SMEs are re-
lieved with gaining knowledge in the subject, which is argued by Bolin and Stål-
nacke to be the prominent reason for SMEs not to introduce EDI.   

The EDI- invoice process could look as the following according to Dykert and 
Fredholm (2004); 

1. The seller creates an invoice, which with EDI is a data file instead of a 
piece of paper.  
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2. The created invoice is transferred to the sellers own EDI-system where the 
file is transferred to the format of the agreed standard. 

3. The transaction is sent to the respondent system with the use of agreed 
communication- and security solution. 

4. The invoice is received by the respondent where it is controlled and trans-
lated to the format of his system.  

5. The file is transferred to the business system which mostly automatically 
handles the transferred invoice. For example registration, control and con-
firmation can be done automatically. How many routines that can be han-
dled automatically depend on the functionality and the routines of the re-
ceiving system and enterprise.  

In SPCS solution, they follow the first procedure, but differ in the rest. As a sec-
ond step in their solution, the invoice is not translated by the seller himself, but 
instead sent to the VAN operator, Strålfors, for this procedure. The invoice is then 
sent from Strålfors to the buyer in the wanted format, and further processed by 
the buyer.  SPCS also offers an extension of these procedures, where other busi-
ness transactions are involved. A typical process of this is figure Figure 4-2. 

5.2 SMEs use of EDI- invoicing 

5.2.1 Introducing EDI- invoicing 
Expectations regarding the transition from paperwork to electronic handling of 
invoices were found by Bohlin et al. (2004)  

• Handling of invoices electronically 

• Create better control and management of the invoice process 

• Reduce lead times for treating the organization’s invoices 

• Increase the quality through better access to the right information 

The expectations found by the studied companies all address to these areas. 
However, few were brought up when discussing the expectations. The advan-
tages were instead brought up when discussing the experiences. Reduced costs 
are what were crystallized as the most common expectation for the solution. One 
of Ekholm Färgross AB’s reasons for introducing the solution was that they did 
not want to be left behind in the development of electronic commerce. This may 
well be a reason as important as other.        

Bolin and Stålnacke’s (2003) conclusion was that SMEs choose not to use EDI so-
lutions based on a number of reasons. Reasons are argued to be security issues, 
costs, lack of standards and most outstanding, the lack of knowledge about the 
subject. The cost issue was found not to be the implementing cost, but instead 
the fear that educational costs for employees would soar. None of our studied 
companies found out this to be true. The implementing cost as well as the educa-
tional cost had not become insuperable. All studied companies were either using 
administrative applications that already supported PRI- Handels EDI connection, 
or chose to purchase it. On the other hand, SPCS’ solution provides free up-
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grades to EDI prerequisites for users of their administrative applications. Other 
applications can also be extended to use SPCS solution. It is only an Internet 
connection that is needed, and an EDI supportative application. However, these 
users are not given the fully advantages with many to many agreements.  

5.2.2 The effects 
Malonis (2002) says that the comprehensive objectives of using EDI most often 
are to increase efficiency and to decrease costs. Positive consequences the use of 
EDI could bring are reduced postage costs, space savings and decreased lead- 
times. Time and cost savings are also supported as positive aspects by Intel 
(1998), but they go further. Customer service is seen as another positive affect as 
well as effective storage routines. Dykert and Fredholm (2004) agrees on these 
positive aspects. In addition they also claim that the consequences of using EDI- 
invoicing can bring high automatisation of the invoicing process, and it can be 
suitable to other processes for example ordering. Using EDI invoicing could be 
seen as a competitative mean, according to Bergman and Sjögren (2004). This 
could be reached only if the user possess the right knowledge and have the pos-
sibility of using the technique. Increased efficiency was found in every one of 
our studied companies, as a positive affect the use of EDI- invoicing brought. 
Time for manual routines, such as paper- and postage work, had been released 
for personnel and replaced by an automatisationed solution. Decreased adminis-
trative costs were also found in all the studied companies, except Ekholms 
Färggross. This company were only in a start- up phase with their solution, and 
had a long way to reach their “critical” volume of invoices, described by Dykert 
and Fredholm (2004).  

In Malonis (2002) empirical study, the researcher found one outstanding obstacle 
with the use of EDI. The human factor was responsible, in one case, for 30 per-
centages of the EDI transactions being faulty. This was the effect deriving from 
the cause that employees had little or none education of the system. Using EDI 
for only invoicing is seen by Bergman and Sjögren (2004) and Dykert and Fred-
holm (2004) as an ineffective procedure. The EDI invoicing should not be used 
independent from other business transactions, but instead be integrated. All stud-
ied companies that were using PRI- Handel’s solution said they chose to intro-
duce the solution due to customer demands, e.g. Byggtrygg. This support the 
idea by Intel (1998) that customer service could be enhanced by EDI solutions. It 
can also be supported by the findings from Isaksson gruppen. With a functional 
EDI solution, Isaksson feels they can put focus and time for vital issues, like cus-
tomer value. This is seen as something that is of great importance and can give 
benefits for the whole organization. Bröderna Miller AB was the only one with a 
solution that supported other business transactions than invoicing. Even though, 
Habo Järn & Bygg, Konradssons Kakel and Ekholms Färggross AB found that 
they obtained an increased efficiency and made costs savings with their solution. 
This contradicts Dykert and Fredholm (2004) claiming that the invoicing should 
be implemented with other transactions in order to reach increased efficiency. 
Dykert and Fredholm’s (2004) statement about a decrease of faultiness, that was 
contradicting Bergman and Sjögren (2004), were thus found to be true. All com-
panies experienced a lower level of fault in their work with the system.   

Dykert and Fredholm (2004) argue that one obstacle for SMEs to introduce EDI- 
invoicing might be the problem for them to implement it on their own, with ex-
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ceptions to some trade solutions. Another disadvantage might be that they have 
to reach a volume of invoices to reach refundability. A high investment and inte-
gration cost is supported also by Bergman and Sjögren (2004) to be a disadvan-
tage, thus claiming that the use of the system is not especially costly. In their re-
search, they found that the implementation of the system did not improve quality 
nor reduced the trouble- frequency compared to the traditional paperwork. This 
is in conflict with Dykert and Fredholm’s (2004) statement that the faultiness in 
the process declines when automating. Bohlin et al. (2004) discuss more organ-
izational and administrative disadvantages when they bring up areas such as ac-
climatization and that former expertise were no longer the expertise anymore. 
Bragd (2003) means that successful EDI solutions can be critical for the future of 
SMEs. The researcher points out that it is the planning of the solution that is cru-
cial. The lower level of bureaucracy in a SME compared to a larger company en-
ables them to higher changeability and a more effective planning. The negative 
aspects about EDI- invoices from the studied companies are not described by any 
researchers. The mentioned effect of Anza AB that one to one agreements had to 
be made is connected with the “old map” of EDI (figure 4-3). The fact that these 
types of agreements have to be made are not negative as we see it, it just be-
longs to the “old school”. Konradssons Kakel experienced a problem with not 
being able to send credit notes, which they saw as a feature when implementing 
the system. One may draw a parallel here to the importance of the planning 
phase, described by Bragd (2003). Habo Järn & Bygg's experience of a difficulty 
when searching old invoices is in conflict with Intel’s (1998) claim.  

5.2.3 Security and safety 
Together with the opportunities EDI invoicing brings, risks are also brought ac-
cording to Dykert and Fredholm (2004). The communication needs to be secure 
in the meaning of that no one should be able to listen to or manipulate it, but 
also that the communication needs to be independent of breakdowns. Human er-
rors should also be prevented by continuously routines. Security issues were only 
brought up by Ekholms Färggross and Isaksson gruppen. Ekholms said they were 
aware of this issue, but seemed not posses any deeper knowledge of it. Planned 
preventive means were not described by the interviewed nor did they talk about 
education other than just internal. One could argue that the security issue have 
not been an obstacle when SME’s chose to introduce the solution. 

Security is as Dykert and Fredholm (2004) argues important to be aware of. Both 
the opportunities and risks that the SMEs are facing when working with elec-
tronic invoices must be well thought through. This considering both the risk 
analysis and safety demands of an EDI -solution that the authors discuss. Consid-
ering our empirical findings safety is something that they of course realise as 
something important, but they do not know how this safety is reached. They are 
satisfied as long as the solution is working as it is supposed to do. None of them 
had experienced that an e-invoice has disappeared or come to a false receiver. 
As we see it, the safety issues with EDI- invoicing is not a mainly concern for the 
user of the system but actually something for the system developers to think 
about when building the systems. It is their responsibility to make sure that their 
customer can follow the EU - directives for invoicing, and that authenticy and 
data integrity that Dykert (2003) argues for can be guaranteed. Isaksson Gruppen 
showed that they had considered the safety of EDI in a broader perspective as 
they said that the safety of EDI -invoicing has to be compared with the alterna-
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tives. When sending an invoice by ordinary mail you can never be sure that it 
really reaches the receiver. Isaksson meant that their solution by that was safer as 
a “handshake” was made in the EDI - transfer as confirmation that the EDI -
invoice had reached the destination. 
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6 Conclusions 
Based on the analysis in the earlier chapter, conclusion have been drawn which 
follows the research questions and therefore, fulfils the purpose. The conclusions 
are presented beneath the research questions.  

What factors have realized the possibility for SMEs to use EDI invoicing? 

There is actually no distinct technical development that has enabled this possibil-
ity. Instead, it is the initiative taken from system developers together with VAN 
operators, transforming the earlier complex technology to an easy and familiar in-
terface for the SMEs to use, that is the factor. This factor will be the base for a 
tremendous evolution for the electronic commerce in Sweden. The earlier issue 
of standards being an obstacle for businesses to introduce EDI solutions are 
nowadays gone. Translating software provided by VAN operators supports differ-
ent standards, enabling businesses not to have to process these themselves.  

How does the process for an EDI- invoice look like? 

The EDI- invoice process can be viewed in two different ways. The first is what 
we call the “old school” where one to one connections are used and the invoice 
goes from one system to another. The other view is what SPCS are marketing to-
day. The invoice is sent through a VAN operator that redirects the invoice to the 
receiver, using many to many connections. Figure 4-2 presents a typical elec-
tronic business transaction where the invoice is integrated. However, the findings 
showed that EDI- invoicing does not need to be integrated with other transac-
tions to obtain efficiency. Prerequisites for SMEs to use SPCS solution is that they 
are using an administrative application from SPCS and have and Internet connec-
tion.    

What kind of experiences do SMEs have concerning EDI- invoices? 

By introducing the solution, SMEs gain financial benefits through mainly reduce 
of administrative costs. Education on the solution is often required and the solu-
tion does not have to bring any direct organizational change for SMEs. The secu-
rity issue do not bring any problem for SMEs, neither lost invoices nor does in-
correct allocation to accounts appear in the solution.  
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7 Discussion 
In this chapter, the work and method of this thesis is discussed. Experiences during 
the work as well as suggestions for further research are presented.   

We believe that our purpose have been reached. The first part, how EDI- invoice 
solutions are realised, have been fulfilled through relevant theory together with 
the interview from SPCS. The second part, to describe the effects the use and im-
plementation of an EDI- invoice solution have brought to SMEs, are fulfilled by 
relevant theory together with six studied companies.  

Bell’s (2000) argue of interviews as a subjective technique could address this the-
sis. The skewness that can arise when an interviewer unconscious affects the re-
spondent is hard for us to analyze. The level of generalization in this thesis is be-
lieved by us to be high. However, the small amount of the sample, six, may re-
duce it. But the fact that no new variables arose during the interviews support a 
high level of generalization. Since we did not perform any analyze of characteris-
tics for Byggtrygg’s members, we did not have any opportunity to compare this 
with other SMEs. This leads to that the direct generalization only can be put upon 
Byggtrygg’s members. 

The confusion brought up at the two last paragraphs in chapter 2.1.3 could de-
rive from that no pre- study was made before this thesis started. This leads to a 
great waste of time, where a study was trying to be made on a technique that 
was not implemented yet. Our recommendation is to perform a pre- study when 
you ought to perform a study where you have little knowledge.   

When Daymon (2002) discussed how to get high reliability in a qualitative re-
search, an audit trail is mentioned. Since we did not perform this, the reliability 
of this thesis decreases. The reliability is though strengthened by that we believe 
that if same study is to be made, similar result would appear. However, Daymon 
(2002) argues that the qualitative method has not as high demand on reliability as 
the quantitative, discussed in chapter 2.1.5 The validity is though high in this the-
sis, what was meant to be measured have been measured.     

Since our attempt to sample SMEs using SPCS failed, we believe this to be a great 
area for further research. If SPCS’s plan for the solution works out, it could well 
be an evolution for electronic commerce. Other solutions are also being tested at 
time being. Nordea, a Swedish bank, are in their testing phase for their solution. 
Another exciting area for further research is what happens in the public service. 
Great resources have been invested in Svefakt for example, but the municipalities 
have at time being no support in their systems for it.  

The interviewed employee from SPCS had little information regarding the techno-
logical construction of the solution. This lead to that we could not perform any 
deeper analysis of this area, such as comparing XML/EDI group’s (1997) e- busi-
ness framework described in 3.1. However, we think this framework, together 
with all the security aspects also described in the frame of reference, are vital for 
this thesis. It is also something that can be a base for further research within this 
area.      
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